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Device architectures that incorporate graphene to realize detection of electromagnetic radiation
typically utilize the direct absorbance of radiation by graphene. This limits their effective area to
the size of the graphene and their applicability to lower-energy, less penetrating forms of radiation.
In contrast, graphene-based transistor architectures that utilize the field effect as the detection
mechanism can be sensitive to interactions of radiation not only with graphene but also with the
surrounding substrate. Here, we report the study of the position sensitivity and response of a
graphene-based field effect transistor (GFET) to penetrating, well-collimated radiation (microbeam X-rays), producing ionization in the substrate primarily away from graphene. It is found that
responsivity and response speed are strongly dependent on the X-ray beam distance from graphene
and the gate voltage applied to the GFET. To develop an understanding of the spatially dependent
response, a model is developed that incorporates the volumetric charge generation, transport, and
recombination. The model is in good agreement with the observed spatial response characteristics
of the GFET and predicts a greater response potential of the GFET to radiation interacting near its
surface. The study undertaken provides the necessary insight into the volumetric nature of the
GFET response, essential for development of GFET-based detectors for more penetrating forms of
C 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4921755]
ionizing radiation. V

Graphene’s unique electrical properties make it a promising material for detection architectures. In this context,
there has been intense interest and research activity in
graphene-based transistors, which have been found to offer
high speed, broad spectral range, and high sensitivity.1–4
Those characteristics indicate the potential of graphenebased device architectures to provide important advances to
electronic and sensing technologies.5–7
Various graphene-based detectors have been investigated, with an aim to enhance the responsivity and to understand the physical mechanism of response.8–11 In past work,
graphene-based detectors have shown response to THz,
infrared, visible, and UV light, but the mechanism of detection was based on direct interaction with the graphene, which
absorbs only a small fraction of incident radiation.11–16 The
utilization of graphene for X-ray detection has been limited
to several recent studies.17–19
Here, we investigate the performance of a graphenebased field effect transistor (GFET), a graphene-based detector designed to perform detection by means of interaction
with the device substrate instead of direct interaction with
the graphene. GFET is a relatively simple transistor architecture that is constructed by placing the graphene onto a backgated semiconductor substrate, as shown in Figure 1(a).
Unlike other graphene-based detectors, which rely on direct
interaction of radiation with graphene14–16,20–23 or a quantum
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dot layer adjacent to graphene,11,24 the GFET architecture
may be operated as a relatively large-area, large-volume
radiation detector by exploiting the field effect principle. In
this approach, the field effect refers to the modulation of graphene charge carrier density by changes in local electric field
experienced by graphene. Such changes in electric field may
be induced by production and transport of electron-hole pairs
within the substrate when exposed to radiation. In this detection architecture, the measured property of a GFET that
indicates the interaction with the radiation field is the conductivity change of graphene, which depends on the rate and
extent of energy deposition, substrate electrical characteristics, and the gate voltage applied to the GFET.25–28
The objective of this work is to develop an understanding of the sensitivity of GFETs to X-ray energy deposition
occurring away from graphene. This is achieved by studying
the GFET response to a highly penetrating, focused X-ray
microbeam, which is positioned at lateral points across the
GFET. The use of X-rays allows the fairly uniform generation of electron-hole pairs throughout the depth of the substrate, enabling the study of GFET sensitivity to radiation
energy deposition in both the lateral dimension and over an
integrated range of depths, as shown in Figure 1(b). Various
other operational characteristics of the GFETs have been
studied to date, including the potential for field effect
response,25,28–30 hysteretic effects,31–34 and the dependence
of GFET response to various radiation types and energies.17,18,35–37 Our particular interest is in evaluating the
potential for development of position sensitive GFETs,
and GFETs that employ small-area graphene yet are
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FIG. 1. (a) The GFET device structure comprises of the graphene on an electrically gated, undoped SiC substrate. Electrical contacts are used to provide the
gate voltage (Vg) and the source-drain voltage (Vsd), and enable the measurements of graphene current (Isd). (b) The experiment is conducted by exposing the
GFET to an X-ray beam at several positions along both transverse axes (distances are measured from the center of graphene). The X-ray beam penetrates
through the substrate along the Z-axis (depth into the substrate). (c) The top surface of the GFET is shown, and the device used for the experiment is located in
the upper right corner of the figure. The square gold pads are used for wire-bonding. Positions of X-ray beam exposure are shown as circled crosses () in the
X-axis (horizontal) and Y-axis (vertical), along with the distance from the center of graphene. (d) A magnified view of the GFET surface within the dotted box
in c) is displayed.

sensitive to radiation over much larger device areas. It is also
important that the devices be sensitive to energetic, highly
penetrating radiation, to support a number of important radiation detection applications which require a combination of
high-resolution and spatially dependent charge deposition
measurements.38–40 To address those needs, we performed
an experiment utilizing an X-ray microbeam facility provided by the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National
Laboratory. The results offer insight into the positiondependent response of GFETs to high-energy (>keV) photon
irradiation.
We identify three desirable characteristics of a photon
probe needed for high-fidelity position-sensitive measurements of the GFET response. First, measurements of the
transverse (lateral) dimension require a beam with diameter
no greater than several lm, such that it is significantly
smaller than the size of graphene in the GFET device.
Second, high-energy photons (X-rays) in the multi-keV
beam can effectively penetrate the thickness of the substrate
and contribute to the response not only from ionization near
the device surface, but all along the depth of the X-ray beam
through the substrate. Finally, the use of a monoenergetic
X-ray beam with low energy spread allows high confidence
in the energy deposition profile produced in the experiment.
The 34-ID-E undulator beamline of the Advanced Photon
Source at Argonne National Laboratory produces X-rays
with those characteristics and also provides a high X-ray
rate (approximately 4:2  109 c=s during the course of
the experiment). The 34-ID-E beamline has a beam size of
0:3  0:3 lm2 and produces monoenergetic E ¼ 15 keV
X-rays with a relative energy spread DE=E  1  104 .
While lattice damage and defects are expected to be created
in SiC due to the intense beam of radiation, it is estimated
that the dose to the substrate volume (approximately up to 1

kGy) is insufficient to significantly affect device performance as it has been shown in prior work that the changes in
SiC I–V characteristics, leakage current, and charge collection occur at much greater doses (greater than 20 kGy).41,42
While these previous studies do not directly investigate
GFETs, the relevant electronic properties investigated as a
function of dose are similarly affected in our devices due to
the requirement for excess charge generation and transport in
the SiC substrate.
The X-ray beam was focused at different positions on
the device, ranging from the center of graphene to 1000 lm
away from graphene in both lateral axes. The locations of
those positions in relation to the other device features are
shown in Figures 1(c) and 1(d). The dimension of graphene
is approximately 20  4 lm2 and was determined to be
monolayer using Raman spectroscopy (see Section I in the
supplementary material for method of GFET fabrication and
measurement54). Isd  Vg measurements (where Isd is graphene source-drain current and Vg is gate voltage) show a
clear unipolar field-effect response of the graphene during
the X-ray beam exposure when compared to the absence of
X-ray exposure (see Supplementary Figure S154). When the
X-ray beam is incident at locations closer to the graphene,
the field effect increases in magnitude. When the X-ray
beam is incident onto the top surface of the GFET, it occasionally passes through gold contacts or pads on the device
surface. However, this was determined not to measurably
affect the GFET response (see Section III in the supplementary material III54).
Time-dependent measurements, Isd  t, have also been
conducted by shuttering the X-ray beam. Isd  t responses at
several X-ray beam positions are shown for X- and Y-axis in
Figures 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. During the course of
those measurements, the applied gate voltage remained
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FIG. 2. (a) Isd  t when substrate is exposed to X-ray beam (yellow shaded regions) for positions in the X-axis, and (b) Y-axis. The exposures have durations of
40 s (60–100 s), with a recovery period of 80 s (100–150 s). An exception is in (b), where for Y ¼ 50 lm, the exposure occurs during 60–140 s. During each
measurement, gate voltage is constant with Vg ¼ 40 V (positive current response) and þ 40 V (negative current response). The dashed black line at Isd ¼ 0 A
represents the absence of exposure, when only the dark current is measured (typical dark current is 10 lA). The dark current subtracted from each Isd  t
measurement is the graphene current measured at time t ¼ 55 s (before the X-ray irradiation).

constant at Vg ¼ 40 V or þ 40 V. Time-dependent graphene response is consistent with Isd  Vg measurements
both in magnitude and direction of conductivity change.
From the time dependence measurements shown in
Figure 2, the responsivity, DIsd =Pinc (where Pinc ¼ 10.1 lW
is the incident X-ray power, see Section IV in the supplementary material IV for the calculation of power54), and the
time constant, s, of the response are extracted, as given in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. Time constant is measured
for the initial response to X-ray irradiation. Responsivity at
each position is calculated by determining the change in graphene current, DIsd , due to X-ray beam exposure, as shown
in Figure 2. In Figures 3(a) and 3(b), the data from all measurement positions (including those not shown in Figure 2)
are reported.
As the X-ray beam is translated far (more than
100 lm) away from graphene, the GFET responsivity in
Figure 3(a) shows a rapid decrease, while the time constant
in Figure 3(b) shows a rapid increase. The drop in responsivity shows that the effect of ionization on the electric field
near graphene is reduced when the location of ionization is
at a greater distance from graphene, suggesting a reduced efficiency of the transport of electrons (for negative back gate
voltages) or holes (for positive back gate voltages) to

graphene. Reduced charge carrier transport efficiency to graphene results from the increased probability of carrier capture by substrate defects and impurities, or recombination
with charge carriers of opposite sign, as the distance over
which the carriers are transported increases. The maximum
responsivity obtained with our GFET in the X-ray measurements is R ¼ 0.62 A/W for Vg ¼ 40 V with X-ray beam
position centered on graphene (X ¼ 0 lm). This responsivity
is greater than that of established X-ray detectors.43–45
Further information regarding the calculation of responsivity
and time constant is supplied in Section IV of the supplementary material.54
For irradiation occurring less than 20–50 lm from graphene, the relatively small change in responsivity indicates a
saturation effect, whereby the conductivity of graphene is no
longer very sensitive to changes in the X-ray beam exposure
position. The saturation is clearly observed in Figure 2 and is
dependent on gate voltage polarity and magnitude (details of
gate voltage dependence are given in Section V of the supplementary material54), as higher saturation levels are
observed for negative gate voltage, Vg ¼ 40 V. This indicates that the saturation may be dependent on the charge carrier type being transported toward graphene (electrons for
negative gate voltage, which have approximately an order of

FIG. 3. (a) Responsivity to incident X-ray beam power, DIsd =Pinc at various X (solid lines and filled markers) and Y (dotted lines and unfilled markers) positions of the X-ray microbeam for Vg ¼ 40 V (circle markers) and þ40 V (triangle markers). (b) The time constant of graphene response to X-ray beam exposure for various positions of the microbeam in the X-axis (solid lines and filled markers) and Y-axis (dotted lines and unfilled markers) for Vg ¼ 40 V (circle
markers) and Vg ¼ þ40 V (triangle markers).
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magnitude higher mobility than holes)46 in the substrate. The
negative spike observed for Vg ¼ 40 V and X ¼ 0 lm at
t ¼ 100 s is believed to be due to the switching of charge carrier type in graphene, where the changes in the electric field
near graphene are sufficiently large to overcome the preexisting p-type doping of the graphene.31,33,47 The time constant
of GFET response observed in this work is much greater
than the time constant of established X-ray detectors (of
order of ns–ps).48–50 One mechanism that can cause the slow
response time and variations in graphene current studied previously is electrochemical doping.31 Long-term exposure of
the device to ambient air, including humidity, induces electrochemical doping of the device, which has been shown to
affect speed, stability of response, and reproducibility of
field effect measurements in other carbon nanotube and
graphene-based devices.51–53 Further information about
mechanisms and repeatability of GFET response is provided
in Section VI of the supplementary material.54 Future practical devices will require a significant reduction of electrochemical doping both through the fabrication process and
isolation of graphene from the surrounding environment (for
example, by sealing the device).
A model was developed to aid in the understanding of
mechanism(s) that lead to graphene response to X-ray beam
exposure and to assess the responsivity of the GFET as a
function of lateral position and depth of radiation energy
deposition. The model assumes: (1) Graphene current is
modulated when the ionization-produced charge carriers in
the SiC substrate are transported to the vicinity of graphene
(immediately beneath graphene); (2) the graphene response
is nonlinearly dependent on the number of charge carriers in
the vicinity of graphene; (3) during the charge carrier transport, a fraction of them become trapped at defect and impurity sites and eventually recombine with their opposite
charges, thus not contributing to GFET response; (4) an equilibrium is achieved during which the number of generated
charge carriers transported toward graphene is equal to the
number being captured and subsequently recombined. The
model calculations are performed considering the transport
of a sample charge from an array of locations (lateral position and depth) within the substrate. Further analytical
description of the model is provided in Section VII of the
supplementary material.54 The model is fitted to the measured graphene responsivity, as in Figure 4(a). Once the fitting parameters are obtained (also discussed in detail in
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Section VII of the supplementary material54), they are reapplied to the model to predict the responsivity of the GFET as
a function of lateral position (X- and Y-axis) and depth (Zaxis). This charge transport efficiency (transport factor, T)
map, shown in Figure 4(b), may be used to predict GFET
responsivity due to radiation interaction at a position or
range of positions within the GFET, given the fitted nonlinearity of graphene response, a (see Supplementary Table
1 for fitted a values54). The model generally shows decreasing charge transport efficiency as a function of increasing
distance from graphene, equidistant from graphene.
In summary, the spatially dependent response characteristics of a GFET to X-ray radiation were studied by use of a
microbeam X-ray facility (34-ID-E beamline of the
Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory).
Time-dependent graphene current measurements were conducted during GFET irradiation at various lateral positions
on the GFET with monochromatic X-rays at an energy Ec
¼ 15 keV and with the GFET biased under constant gate
voltage. From these time-dependent measurements, responsivity and speed of GFET response were extracted. Results
show a maximum responsivity of R ¼ 0.62 A/W (Vg ¼ 40
V) when the X-ray beam passes through the center of graphene. The responsivity drops rapidly with the increase in
distance of X-ray irradiation position far away from graphene, while the speed of response (measured by the time
constant s) is also reduced. As expected, no significant differences in responsivity or time constant were observed for
equal positions in the X- and Y-axis. However, the gate voltage has been found to affect the GFET response to X-rays.
Higher responsivities and shorter response time constants
have been measured for negative gate voltages, likely due to
the difference between electron and hole mobility in the SiC
substrate and/or electrochemical effects. A model for the
GFET response has been developed and utilized to gain
understanding into the interplay of the mechanisms affecting
the spatially-dependent GFET response, including carrier
generation by the X-rays, their transport, and recombination
in the substrate. The model predicts the nearly equal charge
transport efficiency in all dimensions for equal distance from
the graphene. The GFET we have fabricated, tested, and
characterized shows a strong position dependence and
responsivity greater than that of established X-ray detectors,
which is attributed to a different detection mechanism, which
in our case employs the field effect. The study performed

FIG. 4. (a) The fit of the model (dashed lines, unfilled markers) to experimental data of graphene responsivity (solid lines, filled markers) is given for X- and Yaxis (inset). The model is fitted to the X-axis data using least square regression. (b) The charge transport efficiency (transport factor, T) of the GFET as a function of lateral position (X- or Y-axis) and depth (Z-axis) in the substrate is mapped with graphene located at Position¼Depth¼0 lm (upper left). The calculated
quantity is the fraction of generated charge carriers that are transported to the location in the substrate immediately below graphene.
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herein enhances the understanding of the GFET response to
penetrating ionizing radiation and provides groundwork for
the development of GFET radiation sensors with position
sensitive, high-energy photon and charged particle detection
applications.
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